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Alpha Course Origins!
In 1981, Nicky Gumbel, a former barrister of Holy Trinity Brompton, extended the Alpha course to 8
weeks. This is how the fastest growing ecumenical evangelisation program in world history began.
Alpha presents itself as a “new beginning” and its course structure became a tool for church growth
and indoctrination. Videos and tapes, specially produced by the speakers are based on the book
titled Questions of Life. This book sets out the structure and content of Alpha. Group sessions
included weekly suppers and discussions, culminating in a “Holy Spirit Weekend Away.”!
Hailed as a means to bring people to a personal salvation, the Alpha course does this without
preaching the Gospel The Holy Spirit Weekend Away, which is mandatory, is actually a thinly
disguised devil worship experience. Alpha’s Questions of Life book, the basis of the whole course,
is the structure used to pervert the Gospel. In addition to the “Holy Spirit Weekend,” the Alpha
Course uses mind-control encapsulated and propaganda to sway the innocents.!
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Explosive Growth!
In just over 20 years, the Alpha system is growing like wildfire in Protestant and Catholic churches.
Marriage courses, Alpha in the Workplace, and 80 percent of all prisons and universities in the UK
now run Alpha. There were 8,142 Alpha courses running in over 7,300 all denomination churches
in the UK alone. The number of churches in the U.S. using Alpha is growing faster than any other
country. Growth is a very important factor in this system. It’s not surprising therefore that our megachurches such as Rick Warren’s PURPOSE-DRIVEN Saddle back Church are involved. The true
purpose behind the PURPOSE DRIVEN CHURCH AND LIFE is the establishment of a final One
World Religion. Key advisers from all over America gathered in London in 2003 to report on their
plans to implement Alpha into the U.S. churches.!
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The congregation and friends of Holy Trinity Brompton financed the Alpha development, and
resource courses were sold at a profit. Since the goal was to involve the whole world in their
project, Alpha International was founded in 2001. Capitol investment became worldwide, and was
headed by a Jewish banker, Ken Costa, Chairman of Alpha Partners. This banker just happened to
be Vice Chairman of UBS -Warburg, London. UBS stands for Union Bank of Switzerland-Warburg.
The banking firm of Warburg has long been linked to the giant international Marxist Rothschild
banking conglomerate based in the City of London. Isn’t it strange that Warburg would be running
a Christian organisation?!
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International Bankers!
The book contains extensive information about the Illuminati bankers and their Satanic
predilections. Our Federal Reserve System had as its prime mover the late Mr Paul Warburg
whose brother was involved with the international banking house of Kuhn, Loeb that included
Jacob Schiff . The Schiff’s are the oldest contemporary Jewish family dating back to 1370. These
men, besides implementing our Federal Reserve System, helped found the Bank of International
Settlements in Switzerland that is scheduled to become the World Bank. The huge Rockefeller
Manhattan Bank united with the Chase Bank controlled by Kuhn, Loeb. Then the Rothschild/
Warburg took over control of this bank. Many are under the false impression that banking
conglomerates J.P. Morgan and Rockefeller are American. They are not.!
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Rockefellers owned a small portion of their bank and J.P. Morgan was founded in London. “British”
control of our banking system dates back to the original founding of the Virginia Company.!
Books authored by the Warburgs contain communist propaganda. James Warburg was a member
of Franklin Roosevelt’s Brain Trust, masterminded Eisenhower’s presidential campaign, and was
chief financier of the United World Federalist World Government movement. Communism is the
end product of apostate Christendom-both Catholic and Protestant. All “New Age” Bibles were
produced by 2 English professors who were Communists and Christian Socialists. Bibles promoted
by the Alpha library are these: The Bible for Today, The Contemporary English Version and the NIV.!
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These are actually Communist versions based on corrupt text. Fabian Socialism is linked to a
“Christian Socialist” organisation. The “war on terrorism” is a classic British Fabian Socialist
strategy. Inflict a series of “terrorist attacks” against a targeted population, use reaction from the
attacks to justify the solution–i.e. to implement a police state over the region. Fabians acknowledge
the principal tenet of Marxism, the abolition of private property. On August 15th 1995, Russia and
Boeing signed a contract to develop the first module of the new Alpha International Space Station.
Massive sums of money by the U.S., Russia and the European Space Agency have been spent.
Scheduled for completion in 2006, we are told the International Station is just “a scientific space
laboratory.”!
Alpha MIRCAL lasers were being developed at White Sands Missile Base in 1985. Some
speculate that the Alpha MIRCAL lasers could be used for mind control purposes in connection
with the International Space Station.!
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John D. Christian’s latest book is ‘The Green Prince and the 4th Horse of the Apocalypse‘!
!
Another critique of Alpha Course – First Plumbline Apologetics – False Teachers : Dr Nicky Gumbal!
!
Hidden Secrets of the Alpha Course Link to this posting : http://www.henrymakow.com/
book_exposes_illuminati_alpha.html

